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Golden Knights Women's volleyball team is invited to NCAA tourney- P.16
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Summer study-abroad program to Italy a real change of pace

photo/Special to the Future

Student who choose to spend a summer in Italy will be presented with unique opportunities to view such famous
architectue as the Cathedral of Florence.
direct descendant of the Renaissance phi- Urbino has to offer. At night the.town comes Urbino is perfect for walking, jogging or
losophy of life. Many of the ideas which we alive with people. There are nightclubs and a taking photographs, and the air is so free from
· Americans value most - self-determina- disco, special open-air concerts and street polliition that at night you can see literally
tion, the importance of an education - were shows, and every night the piaaa is buzzing tho~ands 'of stars in the deep navy-blue sky.
developed during this period. Some, in fact, with activity well into the wee hours of the
-Jt'.s . almost impossible not to make
were first discussed and put into writing just morning. Many of the students on the trip fell friends in1 Urbino. The local people are so
feet away from where I sat and sipped my in love with the nearby . Pesaro and Pano friendly )~nd helpful and almost all of them
cappuccino.
beaches; buses run from the town to both
See ITALY, page 2
But that is just the beginning of what places all day long. The countryside around

Aftemative choices for studyabroad programs plentiful
by MARCO BUSCAGLIA
Special to the Future

If you are thinking of studying abroad,
be broad-minded when you sign up. Despite
popular belief, a good study-abroad program
is not limited to London or Paris.
The world is a big place, and there is a
lot to learn in every corner of the map. Why
not distinguish your resume with an exotic
locale and interesting course work? Show
grad school admissions committees and future employers that you are not afraid to go
where no one has gone before. Take on challenges. Push the extreme. Here are some
exotic semesters overseas that accept students
in good standing from all over the U.S.:
CAIRO
Can you imagine living two blocks
from the Nile River in a city of 13 million
people that is the cradle of civilization, the
crossroads between continents and the cultural center of the Arabic-speaking world?
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repping for exams,check the crossword -F-1

News
Opinion
Classifieds
Features
Sports

The American University in Cairo offers a
semester or a year program in which you can
study the Arabic language (and have a working knowledge of it in one year), Middle
Eastern studies, Egyptology, Islamic art and
architecture. You also can earn credit in international business, marketing and journalism.
(The university even offers an Arab media
class.) All courses are taught in English. And
think of the road trips - exploring the Great
Pyramids of Giza, scuba diving in the Red
Sea, 1000-year-old mosque-hopping, camel
riding, etc. Egyptians are known for their
gregariousness and great sense of humor, too.
For more information, call (212) 421 -6320.
TANZANIA
Picture this. Getting college credit for
studying the largest wildlife migration on
Earth at the Serengeti National Park while
hiking Mt. Kilimanjaro or scaling the eighth
wonder of the world - the Ngorongoro Cra-

See ALTERNATIVES, page 5
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Summer program in Italy allows for a unique learning opportunity, growing experience
from

ITALY, page 1

speaksomeEnglish.Evenso,itgives
you a real sense of accomplishment
to learn how to take care of yourself
in a totally new environment without a car, without 7-11 son every comer and while dealing with a
different language and a different
way of doing things. (For example,
postage stamps are only sold at the
tobacco shops, many businesses
close up for a few hours in the afternoon, and there is no such thing as a
minimum drinking age.
Well,
maybe that last part isn't so bad after
all.) I woke up each weekday around
8 a.m. , had breakfast at the little cafe
down the street, went to class, ate
lunch in the university 111.ensa. (They
served everything from pasta to eggplant to rabbit - all of it great.) And
by noon I was free to do whatever
struck my fancy. How many other
semesters can offer you that kind of
schedule?
In addition to the wonderful experience of Jiving in Urbino,
11 this program offers you the unique
opportunity to visit cities like Florence, Venice and Rome while accompanied by someone who really
knows what to do and see there. The
art history professor, Dr.' Monica
Paolucci, is young, enthusiastic, extremely knowledgeable and fluent
in both English and Italian. She
makesherinsightandexpertiseavailable to the group by leading tours in
each of the cities the program visits.
During these weekend excursions,
students stay in three and four-star

hotels and have the option of going
a~ong with the group during the day
or striking out on their own . .
Each of these cities has its
own special attitude and allure. Florence, for example, houses some of
..the most famous art and architecture in the wodd, but it is also a
major shopping area - ~ you. can
find everything from .CDs and
cloth.es to' leather and gold - and
the food is unbelievable. (I still have
daydreams· about the prosciutto e
mellone I ate.for lunch iny first day
there.) Venice, too, is even more
beautiful and romantic than you've
heard. The air is filled with ·the
sounds of laughter and music; and
in the quieter parts of town you can
sit and listen to nothing but the
sounds of the birds in the trees and
the gondolas gliding along the canals. Even the waiters have a certain
exotic, mysterious charm. And for
someone who has spent most of her
life in a place where few things are
more than 50 or 60 years ·old, the
experience of reaching out and
touching something as ancient as
Rome's coliseum is simply overwhelming.
. Whether your heritage is
Italian, German, Scottish or Swedish; whether your ancestors came
from Asia, Africa, the Americas
or Eastern Europe, you owe it to
yours~l. f to visi_t, t~~~ incredible .
country. And right now is the time
to do it, before you get stuck workphoto/ Special to the Future
ing a 40-hour week, paying off
David is an example of the unbeliebable art to be seen in
~t~dent loans and taking care of
the kids. Realistically speaking, this Italy while one is there for the summer.

may be your last chance for the next
40 years.
Brochures are posted all
over campus and are available in the
Foreign Languages office or by calling Dr. Anthony Cervone at 8232470. Financial aid and scholarships
are both available.
This program can satisfy
your summer semester requirement,
looks extremely good on resumes
and applications and can change the
way you look at life, yourself and
your world. What more could you
ask of a college educatio_n?

The Central
Florida
Future is
looking for
news
-writers for
the Spring
semester.
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This week's CAB events are
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definitely more appetizing than a turkey sandwich.
-9 ..

Tuesday Nov. 28 ·
TKL: Steve Trash
(Comedy)
SAC 8 p.m.

CAB

Wednesday Nov. 29
Theater Series III
I'm Not Rappaport
8 p.m.
More Info. 823 - 6471

Thursday Nov.30
Movie: Boys On The
Side
SAC
6:30 & 9:00 p.m.

Sunday Dec. 3
Holiday Concert
Student Center
Auditorium
3 p.m.
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Cash in Your Pocket...
. SPRING OPEN HOURS
FALL BOOK BUY
.
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MON.
TUES.
W.ED.
THURS.
FRI.

NOV. 27, 1995
NOV. 28, 1995
NOV. 29, 1995
NOV. 30, 1995
DEC. 1, 1995

MON.
TUES.
-WED. ·
THURS.
FRI.

DEC. 4,
DEC. 5,
.DEC. 6,
DEC. 7,
DEC. 8,

MON.
TUES.
WED.

DEC. 11, 1995
DEC. 12, 1~95
DEC. 13, 1995

1995
1995
1995
1995
1995

. ..
8:30 - 7:00
8:30 - 7:00
8:30- 7:00
8:30 - 7:00
8:30 - 5:00
8:30 8:308:30 8:30 8:30 -

·~

f

7:00
7:00·
7:00
7:00
5:00 -

8:30 - 7:00
"
8:30 - 7:00
8:30 - 7:00

~

."

MON. (HOLIDAY)
TUES.
·' WED.
,,,,.
THURS.
~ FRI.
SAT.

JAN. 1
JAN. 2
JAN. 3- - ··
JAN. 4
JAN. 5
JAN. 6

CLOSED
8:30 - 6:00
· 8:30- 6:00 ~
8:30 - 6:00
8:30 - 5:00
10:00- 4:00

··~

·· · ·•I'

~~ ~
~ MON.

J:=IRSTWEEK OF CLASSES
JAN. 8
8:30- 8:00
:FUES.
JAN. 9
· 8:30 - 8;00
, : :- :WED.~
JAN. 10
8:30 - 8:00
· · <-.'THURS.
JAN. 1·1
8:30- 8:00
~·: FRI.
· JAN. 12
8:30 - 5:00
·
SAT.
JAN. 13
10:00 - 4:00
. SECOND WEEK OF CLASSES
MON. (HOLIDAY) . JAN. 15
CLOSED
JAN. 16
8:30- 7:00
TUES.
WED.
JAN. 17
8:30- 7:00
THURS.
JAN. 18
8:30- 7:00
FRI.
JAN. 19
8:30 - 5:00
THIRD WEEK OF CLASSES
!•

-: :

MON.

JAN. 22

REGULAR HOURS

REGULAR HOURS

MON. & TUES.
8:30 - 7:00
.,____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _' _ _ _ _.....,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _---4
WED. - THURS. - FRIDAY
8:30 - 5:00

•

USE YOUR BUY BACK
R-ECEIPT FOR 25o/o
OFF ALL UCF
CLOTHING.AND GIFT
IT.EMS

STUDENT ID CARD REQUIRED ·

IMPORTANT
PLEASE BE CAREFULL. DO NOT LEAVE YOUR
BOOKS UNATTENDED! TEXTBOOK THEFT
IS A PROBLEM.
REPORT LOST/STOLEN BOOKS IN WRITING TO
UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
AND THE BOOKSTORE

TmM YOUR TREE WITH DOLLARS and CENTS

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA BOOKSTORE

CONGRATULATIONS
STEVE!!!
L
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With a -stunning Jazz rendition of "Georgia on My Mind," our OVtn WU CF-FM Thursday night Jazz host,
Steve Skinner, was voted Best Overall Student Talent at the UCF Mastercard Acts Student Talent Showcase.
Steve won a cash prize, a trophy, and the opportunity to compete for the title of "Best Student Act in America,"
Steve Skinner is a Senior in Music Performance, studying with professor Jeff Rupert, of the Music Department,
in the College of Arts and Sciences.
The National Finals Contest will be held at the NACA National Convention in Nashvil.le, Tennessee, in
February, 1996. The "Best Student Act in America" will win a $25,000 Grand Prize.

•
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Study-aboad programs not limited to usual destinations; aHematives abound in Orient, Middle East, etc.
from ALTERNATIVES, page 1
ter, a I 0,000-foot-high extinct volcano and nature's perfect zoological garden. You can learn to speak
Swahi1i and meet Masai nomadic
warriors. You can do this and more
through the School for International
Training's 16-credit program in
wildlife ecology and conservation.
Beyond its ecological wellspring,
Tanzania presents vast possibilities
for academic projects. Its people are
heavily influenced by witchcraft,
spirits and magic. Women are considered subservient to men and do
most of the work, and in spite of
Tanzania having many world-famous natural sites, little has been

done to develop tourism in this poor
socialistic nation.
VIE'INAM
Whether you are preparing for
a career in Pacific Rim trade or a stint
in the Peace Corps, spending a 17week semester in Vietnam will pad
you credentials significantly. Hanoi,
Southeast Asia's oldest city (founded
in 1010), features remnants of its
French colonial past set amid the tropics in a soothing atmosphere of plazas
and lakes. Little of the destruction of
the Vietnam War remains, and most
VietnamesearecordialtowardAmericans and display an avid interest in our
cultilre and lifestyle. The American
dollar goes a long way here. A nice

dinner runs about two dollars, and
the food is awesome. The catch: you
have to use chopsticks.
A~ Hanoi University, .through
the progiam'offered by the Council on
International Educational Exchange,
you will take Vietnamese language,
civilization and history classes .and
then choose electives in culture, art or
literature. An internship might be arranged teaching English or working at
an English-language newspaper. An
added bonus is a twcrweek, 1000mile trip down the coast. to Ho Chi
Minh City (formerly Saigon, population 4 million - the big apple of
Vietnam).Formore information, call
(212) 661-1414.

The School for International
Training offers a program at the
UniversityofHoChi Minh City, the
first-ever U.S. undergraduate program in southern Vietnam. Living
in a fami1y-run guesthouse with other·
·students, you take Vietnamese language, history, politics, geography,
economics, arts and cultural anthrcr
pology courses, then head up to
Hanoi on a field trip. For more information, call (800) 336-1616.
Note: The U.S. trade embargo
considerably limits spending by U.S.
citizens in Vietnam. Daily spending
limits are $200 a day; credit cards
are prohibited.
HOT DEALS
Degre~s ofFree<;iom: Want to
join a co-op of college adventure
travelers who plan cheap, exotic

trips and offer you a place to crash
and share info? It's free! Contact
Degrees of Freedom Travel: (800)
421-2334.
E-mail:
degfreedom@aol.com.
Hawaii on a shoestring: Get
"101 WonderfulthingstodoonOahu,"
a booklet of ·cheap adventures, by
sending a $2 check··payable to the
Hyatt Regency Waikiki to: Regency
club Concierges, Hyatt Regency
Waikiki, 2424 Kalakaua Aye., Honer
lulu, HI 96815.
E-Mail Adventures: Try ''Expedition News," a r.,ally cool monthly
review of signif1ca~t expeditions, research projects and newsworthy adventures, delivered to your E-mail
box for $36 per year. E-Maii:
BlumAssoc@aol.com
or
CompuServe 76226, 773.

Earn extra cash during your holiday break.

HOLIDAY EMPLOYMENT
.
OPPORTUNITIES
1-800.• 1-4426

Please CaD
OUR TEAM MEMBERS ENJOY
•Flexible Hours • ~nergetic, Friendly _Work Environment
•Associate discount on all HoMJBaktd Produets
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Make A Statement
At The Prudential
The Prudential's Healthcare Group is recognized as an innovatot in
employee benefits, originating important advancements in managed
care and other critical areas. As we continue to achieve industry
successes, we seek a number of experienced professionals to joi'n
our team in Jacksonvrne; Florida.

Financial Analysts
photo/Special to the· Future

UCF students take a break from their studies in Urbinno to spend an ofernoon at the
Coliseum in Rome

Needed to assist Manager in coordinating a variety of project efforts
including cash processing, reconcilation, cash management, data
analysis and trending projects. Candidates must be team oriented and
equipped to work in ·a consultative environment and geared towards
implementation. Candidates should·pos-sess an MBA (or equivalent) in
Finance, Accounting or related field, along with 2-4 years of related
experience. Supervisory background a plus. (Salary range: $32,000$38,000)

Financial Support Team Leaders
Needed to manage a group of 10-15 Financial Support associates,
taking overall responsibility for technical and operational issues. Areas
of accountability will include: monitoring workflow;
deve]oping/updating procedures and training materials; providing team
training/coaching; evaluating team performance; and identifying/
resolving related problems. A BS in Accounting/Finance (or equivalent) and 4+ years of experience are preferred. A strong knowledge of
accoui;itingltreasury procedures required. (Salary range: $28,000$35,000) ..... .

Financial Support Specialists
Needed to perform a variety of activities including bank-to-ledger and
check reconciliation, cash movement and transfer processing, and
cash-related suspense account control. ~andidates should possess a
solid foundation in accounting/treasury bookkeeping procedures. A BS
in Accounting/Finance (or equivalent) and 2+ years of experience are
preferred. (Salary range: $25,000-$31,000)

.come 10 1rom tne cold1

Financial S_u pport Technicians
Needed to perform a variety of activities including the processing of
disbursements and unclaimed property, check deposits and reimbursements, and GL vouchers and entries. Candidates should possess 1+
years of related experience. A general understanding of accounting
and treasury procedures is preferred, as is a BS in Accounting/Finance
or equivalent. (Salary range: $22,000-$28,000)
.

Join tne team at sea World!
GET READY for a job that's absolutely wild! Ajob at Sea World 1s a great way to earn
, extra money during the holidays. Follow your instincts - join Se~ World
I

We have e.xciting positions in the following areas:

FOOD SERVICE • MERCHAnDISE • OPERATIOIS
There are iots of reasons to join Sea World: These are JUSt a few:

• Referral Bonuses
• Good Wages Well Above The Minimum
• Free Tickets
•An Exciting Environment
You can apply in person at the Sea World Staffing Center,
7007 SeaWorld Drive. Mon. thru Fri. from 9:00am-4:30pm or Saturday
December 2nd, 9th or 16th from 9:00am-12 noon. Sea Worl_d is an equal opportunity employer.

.

We are most interested in hiring highly motivated, detail-oriented
individuals who demonstrate excellent communication skills and the _
ability to prioritize a high volume of work. Proficiency with Microsoft
Windows is a must.
Successful candidates will be required to start immediately and will be
offered attractive starting salaries that are commensurate with ·
experience/abilities. The majority of salaries will be negotiated in the
amounts indicated above.
To apply for any of these opportunities, please fax your resume (indicating position of interest) to (904) 391-5089. Or apply to: Chrissy
Snow, Human Resources, The Prudential, 701 San Marco Blvd.,
Jacksonville, FL 32207. EOE M/F/DN.

ThePrudent1al ~
~
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Renewed tobacco furor-..
much ado about nothing

November 28, 1995

S~AVED

HY HEAD

AND SAib I WAS
EN't>A~ _geRet>

j

i_rriportant soclal, occupational and
recreational activities are sacrificed.
You'd think we were talking 3) Tolerance (needing increased
about a new cure for AIDS or some- dosages of the substance to achieve
thing·, with all the hoopla thatisonce the desired effect). 4) Withdrawal
again being stirred up about the
I think most everyone, includcontroversial addictive qualities of ing smokers, are willing to admit
tobacco . It's a real head shaker.
that cigarettes cause withdrawal. The
My question is, what did the other three symptoms are debattobacco. industry do to the legisla- able. Most smokers reach a plateau
tures and government officials that of smoking, for example a pack a
caused this sudden all-our war"~ I day, and stay there throughout their
know, riot just tru.qik;dput kno j _
smoking career. Since the limitanot about tfie issue ofhealth. There's tions have been put ori where people
some money issue here somewhere. .can smoke, it has been demonstrated
Don't be misled by the politi- that smokers are able to control their
cal stink that's permeating the air- use. So do the manufacturers have a
waves. In the most recent stink. 60 point about whether cigar~ttes are
Minutes 'staff was ndtallowe~ to air addictive? Ahsolutely.
a segment in terviewing a_ former
What leads me to the concluemployee of a tobacco rrianufac~ sion that there's a deeper issue here
turer. And what was this all about? than health concerns is the fact that
Acc usa ti ons that the tobacco the tobacco industry has been singled
industry knew that nicotine was aH out for attack. Now-the FDA wants
adcictive' sllbstance and lied to the to control the indu~try.
public about it.
Whilecertainly wehaveheard ,
The tobacco industry con- mountainsofreports about the health
tends that nicotine is not an addic- risks of tobacco use, so have we
tive substance. While this stance heard every bit as much about choseems, on the surface, to be a bold lesterol, caffeine and sugar.
faced lie, it probably isn ' t. Before
But we don't see the FDA
you stop reading with thoughts of, wanting to controJ the coffee indus''what an idiot Pat Fox is," allow me try! Caffeine is every bit as depento elaborate.
dence inducing as nicotine is. I'd be
There are four symptoms re- hard pressed to give up my coffee!
lated to the diagnosis of substance A_nd if you don't consider fat ~rnd
dependence: I) The inability to cut sugar addictive, you're probably
down or control use. 2) A great deal right. However, if you' re among the
of time spent in activities necessary millions of Americans who are obese
to obtain the substance, even though and on a diet, you'd think otherwise.
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Applause for Disney's new policy
Quick! Act now! If you become a homosexual today, we will
give your partner health care benefits like they were a real spous_e!
And, if you huITy, we can make sure
that conservative Christian hate
groups put you on theif hit list today! Quantities are limited, act now!
Myth #I: Homosexuality is
something that can be promoted.
No one becomes gay through enticement or irresistible offers. You
either are or you are not. Did you
choose to he straight?
Myth #2: Ex~ending health
care benefits to the life partners of
gays and lesbians puts a financial
burden .on the health insurance industry because all gays are promiscuous heathens who jump anything
that moves and spread AIDS. According to the CDC in Atlanta, the
group least infected and least likely
to be are lesbians. Secondly, the
fastest growing group is heterosexual women.
Myth #3: The new Disney
policy to extend health insurance
benefits to the domestic partners of
gay and lesbian employees is an
affront to family values. To whose
family? Addams?Munster?Bundy?
Disney recognizes that families
come in all different shapes ~nd
sizes. Part of the intent here is to
acknowledge that, and at least in
some small way recognize the stupidity of not allowing two people
who want to marry the opportunity
to do so. If these people really are
concerned with halting the spread
of AIDS, shouldn't they be encouraging monogamy instead of hate?
I'm at a loss here.
Anyway, there are two groups
perpetuating these myths: several
members of the Florida State government and the Florida Baptist
Convention. As heard on the Ed
Tyl I show on real Radio 104.1, several lawmakers, including Bob
Brooks, Bob Stark · an·d Marvin
Couch all signed a le~ternn official
govemmentst#-tionary.condemning
the recent decision of Walt Disney
Company. Rep. Starks rambled on
to Ty 11 about the evi I~ of.~omosex uality quoting bogus· statistics that
supported their contention that gays
and lesbians are unnatural, unwor-

.~

~1::

Dan Griffin
THE LIBERAL MEDIA

thy and undeserving of special treatment. Unfortunately, those facts
(yeah, right) had no basis in reality.
The letter stated that Disney's decision was a slap in the face to all the
families who are their customers
and that Disney was promoting homosexuality. As if that can be done.
What it all boiled down to
was that these lawmakers are
homophobic hate-mongers who are
so sexually obsessed that they feel
the need to attempt to bully WOW
into complying with their wishes.
Well, guess what? Disn~y couldn't
care less about you and your narrow-minded. agenda. That agenda,
of course, is simply ·to reinforce
their support from the mindless
drones which comprise the religious
right.
'
But here's the problem: What
businessdostaterepresentativesand
senators have bullying and threatening a busine&s like WOW? The
answer: NONE! Ifthese lawmakers
choose to express their opinion,
that's fine. But, they have no businessdoingitenmasseon thepublic's
dime, because it is none of the
. g9vemment' s business who Disney
chooses to cover under their health
care plan. What these government
officials have done is immoral, improper and inappropriate. And they
didn't even write the letter! Some
Christian hate group in Tampa did!
However, it appears that the
Senate Ethics Committee agrees
with me. They have opened an investigation ·into this issue to determine whether or not any laws were
. violated. I hope they toss these conservative Christian hate mongers
out on their butts. What a bunch of
hypocrites! How else could you
explainB0bStarkscomplainingthat ·
Disney is unfairly discriminating
against unmarried heterosexual
couples by not extending health care

to their partners! Typical conservative contradiction. Kind of like
JoesphNadeaucomplaining t~at the.
ACLU fights against Christianity,
when in fact they fight for it as well.
Speaking of hypocrites, hear
come the baptists! Yup, the same ·
people who only recently apologized for their support of slavery
and segregation of black people are
jumping on this conservative hate
wagon. It seems that they have
passed a resolution calling on their
one million members in Florida to
boycott Disney over this issue. The
good old boy preachers, sitting in
their church basement watching
pornos and drinking whiskey
couldn't pass this opportunity up.
'Can't pick on them Negroes
anymoah. Say, what about them
queers? Nothin' makes the flock·..
happier than a little queer bashin !'
This is the same group that
threatened to sever ties with and
withdraw funding from Stetson
University over alcohol being allowed on campus. Stetson basically
laughed them off and told them to
go away. Disney will, too, because
these people are, like those conservative republican lawmakers (and,
yes,Iknow,oneconservativeDemocrat who should know better) are
just a bunch of hate-mongering
hypocrites. After all, if you'regoing
to boycott Stetson over alcohol,
shouldn't you boycott Disney, too?
Why wait until now to do it?
Because you can' tget people
worked up over booze, but engage
in a little gay bashing, and the flock
mindlessly follows!
Family values. The catchall
phrase o(the '90s, used to mask the
hatred and ignorance of the religious
right. To the lawmakers, I ask: don't
you have enough real issues to deal
with? To the baptists,! say: Whatever
happened to the Christian values of
love, understanding and compassion?
MaybeinsteadofthumpingyourBible,
you should try reading it.
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U. S. Senator says, "Cuts in student loans don't add up."
•

•

•

The Senate and the House of
Representatives have both passed
budget bills backed by Republican
Congressional leaders that would
cut the federal student loan program.
The Senate has voted to cut
the program by $4.9 billion over the
next seven years; the House agreed
to chop $10 billion.
The reason: Congressional
leader§_ want to help balance the
budget a'na ·gain c_ontrol over the
skyrocketing deficit.
That may sound like a solid
rationale, until you look at what else
Congressional leaders ;ire proposing: a tax break of $245 billion, 48
percent of which would go to Americans malfing over $100,000 a year.
Seem strange? Look at it this
way. Congressional leaders want to
help balance the budget by slashing
student loans at the same time they
give a much larger tax break to the
rich.
Sounds like Congressional
leaders need a course in logical reasoning.
No one questions the need to
balance the budget. But balancing
the budget by sacrificing the opportunity for thousands of students to
continue their education, while giving a· tax break to the rich, is the
wrong way to go.
More than ever, students in
America are relying on_ _loans to
finance their college education.
Nearly half of our nation's college

several ways. First, they want to
eliminate the six-month grace pestudents have loans. The amount of riod on loan repayments after leavmoney borrowed grew from $12.3 ing school, meaning that interest on
billion in 1990 to $23.8 billion. in loans would accrue the day a stu1994. In Florida, more than 64,000 dent ieaves school. The American
students attending the State Univer- Council on Education (ACE) estisity System receive a total of $350 mates that, under this provision, an
million in federal aid fach year.
undergraduate borrowing the maxiStudent loans are crucial to - mum amount of $17, 125 over four
students at the University of Central years would be forced to pay $1,000
Florida. According to the Florida more over the life of the loan.
Board of Regents, UCF students
Second, Congressional leadborrowed $52.1 ·million in financial ers have proposed to limit, even
assistanceduringthe 1993-94school eliminate, the federal direct loan
year, $38.9 million from the federal program, a quick and simple altergovernment.
native to traditional borrowing that
Student loans are among the cuts banks from the loan process
most valuable investments we can and issues funds to students directly.
make in our nation's future. Giving PresidentClintonestimatesthatwith
people access to education is the full implementation, direct loans
key to America's success in the would save $12 billion over five
emerging global economy, where · years. Despite these benefits, Senwe must maintain our leadership ate Republicans have proposed to
role in agriculture, medicine, re- cap direct lending at ~O percent of
search and technology.
total loan volume. The House has
Today, education is more voted to eliminate the · direet loan
important than ever to individual program entirely.
success. An advanced degree is a
Third, Congressional leaders
premium in the increasingly com- want to increase the interest rate on
petitive job market._
loans taken out by parents of depenCongressional leaders have dent undergraduate students, c;alled
proposed to cut student loans in PLUS loans. Parents of Florida stu-

dents borrowed more than $35 million in 1994. Raising the interest
.. rate would hit hardest on working
middle-income families who make
too much to qualify for full scholarships but not enough to afford tuition.
ACE estimates that these and
other cuts to student loans would
cost students and their families $15
billion over seven years.
Florida would be negatively
impacted by student aid cuts due to

go to college and obtain a bachelor's
degree. To do that, we need affordable student loans.
•Increases in tuition. L.imited
statefundingtoFlorida'spubliccolleges and universities will increase
tuition at those institutions. The
Florida Regents will receive only
$5,450instatefundsperstudentthis
'year, compared with$7, 150perstudent in '89-'90, Average tuition at
Florida's public universities is already low - 60 percent of the na-

the following fac- - - - - - - - - - - • tional average and
tors:
44th 'in the nation.
With increases in tu• lncreasi ng high school enrollition, students wlll
have to rely more
ment. Rising numheavily on student
bers of high school
graduates in Florida
loans.
likely will result in
Our nation's
educational system
a greater need for
is open to more
student loans. 'The
Florida Board of
people than it has
ever been. In 1977, ·
Regents est_imates
thatsecond-genera·. IOn OVe~.$8V~ :-' only 49 percent of
tion baby boomers
.
students graduating

ACE estimates
that these and
·other cuts to

sbldenl loans
WOUid cost
students and their
families $15 .
bilr
years.

will cause the an- •· - - - - - - - - - - from Florida public
nual number of high school gradu- high schools reported continuing
ates to increase from 91,000 this their ·education right after high
year to 138,000 graduates in 2007. school. Today, 67 percent report
• Low education level. Only immediately seeking a post-second18 percent ofFloridians have a bach- ary education. The availability of
elors degree, while the national av- student financial aid is in part reerage is 21 percent. We must help· sponsible for this increase. Plans to
those unable to attend coilege im- cut student loan programs could remediately after high school, as well verse this trend, .thereby jeopardizas currentgradeschool students aim- ing the future of our people and our
ing to be the first in their families to· nation.

The do's and don'ts of computing - from the expert Give the gift
of yourself!

o If David says there
are things you
shou·ldn't do - take
the advice
Between writing pointless
columns and browsing the internet
After they were through embarrasslooking for equally pointless news
ing me, they gave me a Magic Disk
stories to write about, I'm on my . alarm dock. I immediately realized and explained how to fix my comcomputer quite a lot. I suppose for that was not a good thing, so, draw- puter. Th~nkfully, my columns were
the last couple years I've taken the ing upon my experience with fine- still intact.
fact that my computer .worked for tuning television pictures, I hit the
Now that my computer's up
granted, because even though it's side of the computer. That didn't and running again I can return to
not the most ·technologically ad- help matters any, but it did make me cyberspace. Since lam thefirstselfvanced PC, there are still lots of feel a little better. Meanwhile, my declared "Interactive Columnist" to
things that can go wrong with it. I computercontinmy knowledge,
found that out last month.
. ued to beep.
I've been. familSometimes when computers
1 began to
iarizing myself
go down it's because they just wear get worried, bewith the Pegasus
••
••
•
out and disintegrate into little piles cause the comsystem, wh"1ch.1s
of dust. Most computer crashes, puter was holdavailable, at no
however, have a lot to do with the ing 1Oof my colcost, to all UCF
fact that the operator is an idiot. The umns _h ostage.
students and fac~
second explanation describes my Tencolumnsthat
ulty. Our acsituation much more accurately.
lhadn'tyetmade
counts allow us to
One evenjng I was cleaning back-up copies
accessstaggering
out my hard drive and removing of. For those of
amounts ofinforsome useless files. I was really on a you who are not
mation that we
roll, deleting just about every file in
columnists, let -- - - - - - - - - - - - care
nothing
sight. I guess I got a little cocky me tell you, that was not a good about. They aiso let us form ourown
though, becauselaccidentally wiped feeling. I had writt~n about 7,000 web pages, which are tremendously
out my entire DOS directory. For words, and my computer refused to easy to build assuming you have a
the Computer Uninitiated, remov- let me see them.
Master's degree in computer sciing the DOS directory has the same
Fortunately, I know some ence.Nevertheless,lwasdetermined
effect on a computer that removing ,Pe9ple who are computer gods. They to figure the system out and now
the carburetor has on a car (assum- c~ take an ordinary c.alculator and have completed my home page. To
ing the carburetor is something im- within 20 minutes convert it to a that I and proudly exc)aim, "I have
portant).
supercomputercapableoffilingtax a home page! Please pander to me
In any event, when I tried to forms. So I told them how I screwed and visit it!"
re-boot my computer it beeped at up my hard drive, and they thoughtYou, too, can create a home
me. That' sallit did. Beep ..Beep ..etc. fully yveighed the situation and de- page. All you have to do is learn
I had converted my computer into cided that laughing at my incompe- how to write it or, preferably, pay
little more than a thousand dollar tence was the best action to take. someone else to do it. Home pages

lbafs all it did.
Seep Beep etc I
had converted my
computer into little
mere fhan a

let you express yourself creatively
and- best of all___:_ th~y 're am.az-:ingl y easy to access. For instance,
to see mine all you have.to do is
punch
in
"lynx
http:// .
pegasus.cc. ucf.edu/-dbs05766".
That's only 40 keystrokes! Talk
about user-friendly!
But I did,n 't want to use this
column as a means for shameless
self-advertis~ment (yes, I did). Instead, i would like to improve
society in geriera-1 ·and offer some
advice: Be safe. Don't go near
your DOS directory .
*Hey, look! An Interactive
Columnist! (Last week's "In.teractive Communist" was a typo)
E-mail me at david.s~artz@
outdoor.com for up-to-the-minute
weather updates.
Beep. Beep. Beep. Oops,
sorry folks. Time to ao now.

Community
Service Center
11eeds holiday
volunteers to help
sort gifts and food.
Help is -needed
Dec. 11-15 and
Dec. 18-22.
For information call
851-5920, ask. for
Momi, Liz or Joy.

You'll be glad
youdid._. ·

thousand dollar
alann clock.

o

Joseph Nadeau gives thanks for
America.

O Pat Fox, with Holiday thoughts.
0 Guest columnist, Jeff Hogan, talks
about racial challenges.
The Central Florida Future welcomes your letters and
articles. Submissions may be brought to our offices on disk, Faxed
to 823-9495, or E-mailed to theeditoratpatfox@eWorld.com.Or,
if you prefer, PatFox0590@aol.com.
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Club Info
UCF Newman Club Catholic
Campus Ministry Mass Sunday
11 am PH l 15 Club Night Thurs.
7:30 pm For more info: 2814438
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, social
Works Trailer room 101.
Everyone is welcome.
Info: 657-0614

Roomm9-tes
UCF area, roommate wanted,
available now! 2br/2ba, screen
porch, washer/dryer. $257/month +
utilities Call 380-0417

Help Wanted

Computer: Pentium 75 MHz,
4X-CD rom, 14 inch monitor,
software, inkjet printer, and
more, all for 1500 obo call 3823946

November 28, 1995

Term papers, transcription,
resumes, competitive rates, daysevenings-weekends. 695-90 l 0

Eam cash stuffing envelopes. Send
Home Pre-School/Day care
SASE to PO :Box 774, Olathe, KS + - - - - - - - - - - - - •
20 years experience
66051
Why rent? Own it
1 mi. from UCF-New 2br/2ba.
UCF area 678-0965
from low 60's. Low down low pmt.
Associates: Earn $700 to $2100
Special parent/student programs!
your/ 1st week increase
Hunter's Reseve 977-9007
expotentially from there. PT/Ff.
Moving Sale: Couch, daybed $75 Sally's special limited program for
Have been booking travel for
Futon chair $35, Nightable $15
students and residents. Call Walter
several fortune 500 companies:
297-8400.
also, beanbag, lamp, barstools·
Ford, GM, Chrysler, and CocaCall
671-1510
leave
message
Cola. This is the most rock solid
. JAMAICA Spring Break From
opportunity you're going to find:
$299 Mia ea, free info (800) 873Ford Motor Fin 1-800-631-9436
4423 ReggaeJam

Other_

l

Autos

VALET PARKING POSITIONS & SURFACE LOT
ATTENDANTS must have clean
Seeking female to share 3/2 apt
driving record & personal
w/same in UCF area. $247
appearance a plus. Must be 21 or
+ 1/3 utl. own room/bath. Call 889- older Call 222-9475 or 895-8393.
7893
Cashiers & Servers
Female roomate avail Dec 15.
needed
immediately in East Orl
Master Bed/bath all amenities
area.
Part time shifts aval.
wash/dryer Call ASAP 249-5916
. Call today for interview
ToptaleRt 839-6222
1000 N Magnolia Ave.

'87 Voyager Mini-Van, 6-cyl,
Partying becoming to much?
new transmission and FM/AM, 4Alcoholics Anonymous
Spkrs, Top Carrier very clean, 20 Meets at noon - student center M,W
mpg. $3200 obo. Jack 332-8631
Room SC 21 l;T,R Room SC 214
Students, Faculty, Staff Welcome
84 Tercel 5-door, all records,
110·k miles, good condition,
needs new distributor. Only
$750. Call Rick 678-2062 (H)
651-6098 (pager)
87 Escort 1700/obo Call Steph
@ 359-7296 need money asap

Large 4Br/2Ba-Split 359-7143
Liv/Farn/Dr/Fp/Gar Avail Now! 5
min 2 UCF- $1000/mo + sec

JL Price[ess (jift

-----1

Make a unique and personal contribution to another
family's happiness:
Healthy w9men between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896-7575
for information.

Rent a conference room at Kinko's
' ···'

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS

Whether you're in a study group or studying alone, reserve a spacious and ·
comfortable conference room at Kinko,s. Practice sp.eeches, work on team
projects or study for midterms. We're open 24 hours a day, everyday.

UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Border Cantina)

We wire
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhere!
IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFTS
• DISH GARDENS • GIFT BASKETS

·----------~~--~~~aree--------1
conference room rental j

• Accomodates eight people
• Great for speech & presentation
practice
• Overhead projectors, easels
& dry erase boards

366-1177

Reserve a conference room for' one hour and receive
one additional hour FREE. Conference room must be
reserved in advance. Offer must be mentioned at time of

~~~:::~~:~::~~:~::

World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service
Free Bridal Consultations

I:.

12215 University Boulevard ,.. 658-9518

RENTAL PRICES
FULL-DAY (eight hours) - $50
HALF-DAY (four hours) - $30
HOURLY -$10 per hour

..

wl,. ·

::i,

: ORL-050

~~~!

I!

'----------------------------------------------------------------"

11:>1995 Kinko's, Inc.All rigl>ts reserved. Kinko's is • registered tndem.rlt of Kinko·s Gnphics Corpor.atlon ind Is used by permission.

Classi zed Advertisin------------------------------------,
Form

~----.----------

Pleasecheckoneofthefollowing:
_For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_For Sale
_Services
_Autos
_Singles
_Tutors
_Roommates

_Cash

Check

_Greek Comer
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

Amount$--:-------------------

l wouid like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs. during the Fall and Spring
Semesters. Deadline: 4 days p r i o r ) _ - : - - - : - - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - RA~: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others. Each character in a
string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail fonn
and payment to The Central Florida Future, 11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn:
Classifieds, or fax fonn and copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our
offices, located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

Lb_.:__ _______________________ Nm:::_, address, and phone_!!equired):

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :J

"
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THE Cro~SWord
ACROSS
l Destiny
5 Dogpatch
creator
9 Enlarges
14 Ajar
15 In mid-Atlantic
16 Web-footed
mammal
17 Intent
18 Drilling tools
19 Injections
20 Cornered
22 Meetings
24 Sound system
26 Angers
27Mao-tung
29 Rower's need
30 So, that's it!
33 Entrant
38 Prayer ending
39 Lend -(listen)
40 Timetable abbr.
41 Decorate
42Dread
43 "Camille" star
45 Superlative
suffix
46 Convert into
leather
47 Historic time
48 Examination of
records
50 Neckpieces
55 Mob member
58 Writer Zola

59 Acting
60"L.- "
(TV show)
63 Palmer on golf
64 Old Italian city
65 Doled out
67.0bserved
68 Made an
excellent grade

DOWN
1 Garrisons
2 To pieces
3 Wigwam kin
4Come in
5Taxi
6 Condition ofsale
7 Jennings or Falk
8 Inte,nse
9 More optimistic
10 Culture of a
people
11 Like - of bricks
12 Shea team
13 Certain
students: abbr.
21 Discourage
23 Blind part
25 WWII group
28 Endless times
30 Loye god
31 Plant
32-Domini
33 Bistro
34 lndi viduals
35 Trim

52 Spring flower
53 Gladden
54 Made clothing
55 Skirt insert
56 Slangy negative
57 Ceremony
59Weir
61 Legislator: abbr.

36 Sailor
37 Dined
38 Oklahoma city
41 Marble
43 Fits about
. 44 "-longa, vita
brevis"
46 Pulled
48 "-Get Your ·
Gun"
49 Succinct
51 Nebraska city

The Answers
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CAPP
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L E1
ID 0

I NG
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S

ALAW

A R N I E

E S T E
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ME T E D

S E E N

A C E D

''That's what I like about high school girls:
I get older and they stay the same age."
-Wooderson
Dazed and Confused
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'JeRyll & Hyde': a future broadway·smash
by LAURA BUNDY
Theater critic

Last week, the Orlando Broadway Series presentedJekylland!jyde,
a show surrounded by unprecedented
excitement-given the fact that it has
not yet appeared on Broadway. Many
assume that the "gothic musical
thriller" has acbleved -that stamp of
approval that a Broadway run offers
because of the hype that has followed
the play.
Not only are two Jekyll and
Hyde recordings currently available,
but the show's songs are being performed with surprising frequency, by
everyone from Liza Minelli to the
Moody. One of its power ballads,
'This is the Moment," has even made
the transition to the sporting arena,
turning up in the last three years at the
Winter Olympics, the Surer Bowl
and the World Series.
Therefore, it's not surprising to
hear that J&H's creators anticipate a

- photo/ ROSEGG

Christiane Noll and Linda Eder enchant both the Jekyll and the Hyde in Robert Cuccioli.

Broadwayopeningearly 1996,orthat,
in a move usually occurring after a
Broadway run, a 34-week national
tour of the musical embarked in August, including a stop in Orlando.
What this meant to local theater-goers was a rare chance to have a
look at a future Broadway smash. before the show ever arrives in New
York. Opening night audience members not only got to see a "sure thing,"
but decide for themselves what that
surethingwilldoonceitgetstoBroadway. It's the chance that a film criti<t
gets at a premiere: not only to determine if the movie did what it tried to
do, but also how much that effort will
affect th~ art, of movie-making.
So how much will Jekyll and
Hyde mdtter? Despite the fact that the
musical follows commercial traditions
rather than breaks from them, the show
will be ~ogniz.ed for making several
contrib~tions to theater, including the
introduction of one amazing voice.
see HYDE, F-6
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Because
all-nighters
areri t ·always
spent in
the librarY.
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Mon. Nov. ~7, Thru · Thur. Nov. 30,
8:30 - 7:00
Fri. Nov.31,1995
8:30-6:00
Sat. Nov. 2, 1995
9:00 - 5:00
Thur. Dec. 7,
8:30 - 7:00
Mon. Dec. 4, Thru
1995 8:30 - 6:00
Fri. Dec. 8,.
1995 9:00 - 5:00
Sat. Dec. 9,
Mon. Dec. 11, 1995_

Thru Wed Dec. 13, 1995

8:30 - 7:00

Free Popcorn & Soda During
Buyback

College Book & Supply Inc.
_12209 University Blvd . .
Across fron1 the University of Central Florida in the UC7 Shoppes
249-0855
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a job is that he hasn't asked for a thing to like in both of them. Nat is trayed by Ellie Dvorki.n). When he
raise in 15 years. He is willing to ·thedaringsideofuswhosaysthings and Clara reminisce about a time
play by the rules; he doesn't want to we wish we could've said and does when they ~th wanted the same
rock the boat.
things we want but don't care to do. things outoflife, the audience shares
· Nat, on the other hand, isn~t Midge is the careful side of us who · in this moment and becomes abonly wiliing to rock the boat he's in, weighs out our options and who sorbed in the memories.
The best way to describe Nat he is willing to sink it. He doesn't knows there are consequences for
Adrian Winebarger is wonis ornery. He always has a new story believe that just because he is old, he whatever we do. AsNatandMidge's derful as the SltlOOth-talking cowto·teU the trusting Midge. The play doesn't have as many rights as he escap~des become more serious, so boy/drug-dealer. He plays the cowopens with Nat telling the story of . used to. He only.wants to be treated do the consequenses.
.
boywithahandsomearroganceand
his job as a secr~t ·operative. Midge· · like an person. Throughoutthe play,
Guest actor
Reed is an frightening duplicity. One moment
stubbornly p.retends to be absorbed he tries to teach his philosoJ11'ly of absolutely hilariou~ Midge. His lov- he is hilarious, the next he is horrify1n his newspaper: No matter how life to Midge, his unwiJJing~tudent. able:crankiness and expert comic ing. The audience watches, stunned,
·outrageous the story ·gets, Midge
In the beginniQ.g,".. most of timing make it difficult to watch as he physica11y overpowers a latealways has·a-glimmer of belief. We Nat's escapades arlh~fhll~~,,·For ·:-.·:·:-.~nyone:,etse.··\f.hen he is talking. He payingdrugaddict(Alison Segura).
come to believe_that the expectation example, he masq.hetadh§;:::::a:s<.:...·ha~.a:dJ'ti"nit~;e,tommandofMidge His quiet rage is shocking.
ofNat'sstoriesiswhatkeepsMidge Midge's attorney when Midge is - of his walk, his speech patterns
Director Tony Majors has
coming to the park, day after day. about to be fired. Nat\s. mind is as arid his subtle mannerisms. There is put together a fine ensemble of
MidgeknowsNat'sstoriesaremade sharp as ever as he buliie$."I~iinfort~.?'· · nq dq\Jbt:'tf\~~}be Reed is Midge.
talented actors. Along with Herb
up, but ~e ''.falls for them" every (played by Shawn Hicks)';·· tfi"elieacf ....-.:..... 'Cfiandl~rMcRee(alsoaguest Gardener's heart-warming script
time.
of the co-op committee of Midge's actor and UCF alumnus) plays an and John . Nevulis' amazing set,
Midge is the night caretaker building,intoretainingMidge'sser- energetic Nat with gentl~ness and ..Mr. Majors'.careful direction has
of an apartment building. Although _ ·vices. Unlike the younger genera- humor. Although he has his fair · produced a fantastic show. Heapvery proud 6f the fact that he's still Ai on, Nat doesn't use physical in- share ofcomic monologues, McRee pears to follow Nat's advice: "Deworking,' Midge .doesn't see~ to timidation, he uses his most power- is at his best during his most touch- tails are .crucial."
care that the main reason he still has ful asset: his mind.
ing scenes_We get to see the true
l 'inNot RappGportwill conNat and Midge are opposites Nat when he has nothing left to say. tinue to run after through Dec_ 3 at
whosedifferencesonlyenhancetheir Especiallypoignantishisscenewith the. UCF Theatre. Call the box
comic chemistry. There is some:- . hisdaughter,Clara(effectivelypor- office at_J8lEPJ:§Wft>r.'6fli©t©Ji,R'fo;'N

,,~., "" 'lllllllllllHlrl'
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,,,,, if NllrC iN f ,,,,
by CINDY ELAVSKY
Staff writer

The lights come up, and"two
older gentlemen are sitting on a park
bench. A jogger runs. past on the
bridge overhead. It's a q~iet day at
the park, that is, until Nat starts to
speak.
Thus begin the adventures of
Nat and Midge, the principle characters in Theatre UCF' s production
of I'm Not Rappaport. Nat (played
by Chanci.ler McRee) is a vibrant
octagenarian who comes to Central
Park everyday to meet with Midge
(played by Joe Reed), another
eighty-something. They sit on the
same bench everyday, and they argue on that same bench ev~ryday.

Joe

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-r-
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Supplies
For The
Adventurous
.Explorer

The Family
Camping

Store

• ' • Discount

TE®

Mon-Sat
9am - 7pm

w/ this ad!

381~7977 8525 East Colonial Dr. • Orlando, R 32807 ·
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. --~----------

take

K~P. Ian and get
a

Shave Gel Salutes Intramura l Exce llence.

higher score.:.

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

.

.

KAPLAN
.
.

.

.

.

University
Apartments
Across from UCF! *Under New Management*
We offer beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments
from $375 (1 bedroom) to $425 (2 bedroom)
• Closest Apartment Cqmplex to UCF Campus
• Covered Parking
•Laundry Facilities
•Pool
• Central Heat and Air Conditioning

GOOD-BYE
NICKS.
No soap and water shave helps
protect against nicks and dryness
like Skintimate®Shave Gel.

12017 Solon Drive
Orlando, FL 32826
(407) 273-4097

UCF
Pasture

>

C><Jf

Office Hours (M-F)9-5pm

S K I N T·I M AT E® / SH AV E G E L
Could your legs be a little softer?"'
©1995 S.C Johnson & Son , Inc. All rights reserved .

£
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reviews of current flicks on video
*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for burns,
surgery, or
treatment of illness

**

112 Die Hard With a
Vengeance (R) (Fox, Dec. 19)
With the many exploding automobiles and the explosive vehicles
Hollywood has been plugging out,
you don~treally expect Die Hard 3
to be too much-different. The fact
that it's the third installment in the
Bruce Willis adventures says it all.
The script, full of bullets and
backstabbing villains, has one new
twist. Obviously working the Lethal Weapon buddiness, Samuel L.
Jackson helps out Bruce this time
around. .
Vengeance provides the usual
stimulating action intensity but unfortunately gets out of control after
a wrol~.i tiWJJii,g w1 c:m.i ~o(1Uyqh. In
addition to all the tank_racing and
bridge jumping, the one-too-many
black on white jokes, make Vengeance somewhat tepetitive. Still,
its expectant and number three still
gives you a few hours of non-stop
action-adventure pleasure.

'We will compensate you for your ~ime when giving the gift of life"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION ·OF FIRST DONATION

Call·for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL
....... .......... .............................. .... .......................... .... .............. .. ..... .....................................................................

•

courtesy/ FOX

Sam Jackson and Bruce Wiiiis are buddies in Die Hard 3.
(middle) Sly Stallone as Judge Dredd and (Below) Alicia
Silverstone in Clue.Jess. All three are available on Dec. 19.

***

112 Smoke (R)
(Miramax, Dec. 12)
Not to many movies explore
storytelling with such care. Harvey
Keitel stars along side William Hurt
in Smoke. Keitel plays a cigar-store
owner with a passion for life and
smoking. After a run away juvenile
saves Hurt's life, a11 three get together to solve each others problems.
SmlJke 's simplicity is distracting in that.it almost seems as if there
is more to the film. Although one
might think there is a mind-boggling message behind all the cigarettes and matches, Smoke says nothing more than it takes a fire to pro- ·
duce smoke.
Due out in December:
Well, it's not exactly that
Search and Destroy, Forget Paris, Red-Firecracker, Green Firephilosophical, but the fiery and deli- cracker,TheSecretofRoanlnish, Species, Canadian Bacon, Dr. Jekyll and
cate dialogue delivered by Hurt and Ms. Hyde, The Englishman Wiw Went up a Hill but Came Down a
Kie tel' s character's prove filmmak- Mountain, Fir-st Knight, Belle de lour, Clueless, Judge Dredd, Showgirls,
ing can be just as beautiful wjthout An Awfully Big Adventure, Mortal Kombat, Muriel's Wedding
the explosions.
•Reviews by DK
1

*Protect against infection·
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

The Central Florida Future
is seeking people who have
underwent a penis
enla·rgeme~t. w.e ar~ in tbe
process of working on an
in-depth story on the
subject and we need your .
expertise ·and reaction.
None of us here at The
Future have had any such
·experien_ce ·so that i.s why
we are making this ,ad.
This is a serious and
legitimate--ad and is not
intended·to ·offend any
-penis enlargement people.
Call 823-8054 x 27
We

ALSE9 NEED CE9PY €01TE9Rs

If we weren't different, ~e~ be the sarne.
A Plank Road Origil1al. Milwaukee, WI

Hyde's Eder is amazing
from HYDE, F-2

00
N
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While J&H audiences may
thrill towhatsongsthey haven'theard,
the musical puts them in familiar territory. Thanks to shows like Phantom
oftheOperaandLesMiserables, we've
experienced dark plots infused with
romance, period costumes and lush
sets, pop-style songs and electronically-assisted pit orchestras.
Even the plot is one that most
people know. Based on Robert Louis
Stevenson's novella, Jekyll and Hyde
tells the story of an idealistic doctor
wh6 believes that by isolating the
baser side of human nature, we can
overcome it. Forced to conduct his
experiment on himself, he finds that
keeping his alter ego in check is not as
easy as he antic;ipated.
Of course, the conflict of the
original story line, man against himself, isn' tquite as compelling on stage
as it was in print. Enter the women,
who, although there was no romance
in Stevenson's tale, have somehow
been included in every stage and film
version. In the current inc'1!flation,Dr.
Jekyll ·is engaged, yet both he and
Hyde are drawn to a prostitute named
Lucy.
Likemanymusicals,Jekylland
Hyde once consisted of spoken dialogue scenes that moved the plot, occasionally interrupted by songs, in
which characters would explore emotional .$ituations. The revised show
follows the current trend of musicals
that are through-sung, like an opera.
That means that about 80 percent of
J &H is sung, with only a few short
spoken scenes. This isn't anything
new to audiences either; both Pfu;mtom and Les Miz are essentiatly
through-sung. The technique's advan.tageis that it artistically unifies a work,
giving a certain satisfaction to audiences. It does demand, however, believably written musical transitions
between songs.
In J&H, that credibility just
isn't there. To hear the characters discuss the nature of evil in rhymed quatrains has the effect of Mother Goose
meets Dracula. Too much of this
"gothic thriller" sounds vaguely like a
nursery rhyme.
Unfortunately, the lyrics aren't
much better once we get to the actual
songs. The characters sing about fate,
dreams ar.d looking into each others'
eyes-the things we've heard from

musicals many times before. Some
critics argue that because the songs
sound generalized, they can stai:id outside the show more effectively. True
perhaps, and it would explain the tremendous use of the J&H ballads for
concerts and pageants, but shouldn't
songs be strengthening the show for
which they were written, prior to being considered as radio singles?
Still, the show offers a number
of touching ballads, zingy one-liners
and a fun, generally successful mix of
drama and comedy (mostly courtesy
of Hyde). But more significant than
J&H's artistic achievements is the fact
thatitspopularitycanonlyraiseawareness of musical theater in an age when ·
its decline has been forecasted with
alarming frequency. Rarely have ballads from modem musicals been so
quickly apprnpriated by the general
public, and the recognition of 'This Is
the Moment" and "Someone Like
You" may mean thatJ&H fans will
seek out other theatrical endeavors to
support.
The
.current
tour stars.J\Robert
'
f;L
_ I
Cuccioli .,~, bQtb J~~l~ .swP.rnfiYr;k, ~
Linda Eder as Lucy and Christiane
Noll asJekyll's fiancee. Cuccioli has
both the sincere charm and dangerous
sex appeal to excel in the dual part. He
opts tq use his voice for effective
charaderization rather than fine singing, and while this is impressive, making us sympathetic to and frightened
of his character, it is musically disappointing.
In addition to grace and beauty,
Noll possesses a sweet, clear voice. In
solos or duets, she is a joy to hear,
exactly what we expect from a Broadway singer.
Eder, however, is the last thing
we expect. This amazing voice is the
best thing J&H has to offer. Her performances of "Someone Like You"
and "A New Life" mark her as an
incredible interpreter as well as a forrnidabfe set of pipes. Names like Garland, Streisand and Minelli get thrown
around when Eder sings, but to. compare her to anyone is to diminish her
potential. There is no doubt that this
wonderful singerwill be able to achieve
any success she can imagine.
What Orlando received last
week with Jekyll and Hyde is a preview of things to come: a potential
Broadway smash, songs that will be
remembered for their immense popularity and a voice with a major future.
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.....- CLIFFS QUICK REVIEWS~
When you need help preparing for a test, think Quick. Cliffs
Quick Reviews are the new study guides from the leader. in
study guides: Cliffs Notes.
~Cliffs Quick Review guides are written to aid ~ , .,
understanding of introductory college
courses. They are perfect for use as general
course notes and for review before quizzes,
midterms and finals.
Do better in the classroom, an~ on papers
and tests with Cliffs Quick Reviews.

~fl~tif/

'1(1) ,, ~
I

1

1i

_LCliffSL

~om~~ll

P.O Box 80728, Lincoln. NE 68501

Available at
University of Central Florida
Bookstore

,, .
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Now the time has come to say goodbye to all of our I-AA friends
from STIU TALKIN', PAGE 16
Bobby Bowden told Gene
McDowell, "If you ever lose again,
I'm gonna come find you."
Good thing Bowden wasn't
in Louisiana the next week.
Facing another #I team, the
Knights found out what an old-fashioned butt-whippin' felt like. Indeed, both Daunte Culpepper and
Marquette Smith were found to be
human afterall (how dreadful!) It's
OK, revenge was exacted the following week against Samford.
The Liberty game was quite
strange. Jekyll on defense (Best defensive game of the year?), Hyde on
offense (Can't anyone play this
game?) Neither one of our great
backs, Smith ('cause they expected
it) or Culpepper ('cause he wasn't
given the chance) could get the pigskin in the end zone. But enough
was said about that week.
In Hawaii, thoughts were of
football, girls in grass skirts and
sandy beaches (Y.pu don't hafta go
4;00#inW~~ t'6'lfl~h l)~athes, guys.)
The outcome looked like it (Rainbows 45, Golden Knights 14), but
then again, a win was hoped for, not
expected. Culpepper, still just a kid
fresh from his prom, sat on the bench
during the opening drive for miss-

•
•

I.

ing curfew. So what do you think of
the view from the bench, Daunte?
At 3-4, things looked kinda
grim for the hometown Knights.
Then Marquette telepathically told
McDowell, "Put everything down
on me and let it ride." Gene bet his
chips wisely as Smith lumbered for
428 yards and five touchdowns
against Northeast Louisiana and
Bethune-Cookman, the latter of
which was the final battle in a long
feud gone by the wayside. Thanks
for the memories, Wildcats!
Then Troy State blew through
and went home with UCF's playoff
hopes. The Jekyll and Hyde syndrome was played out again; the
Knights dominated the Trojans in
the first half only to see a 17-0
halftime lead erased in a single
auarter. Indeed the Knights' offense
had gone mad.
And then the grand finale.
The coup de gras. After spotting
Maine a touchdown, the eraser went
to work on the school's record books.
Marquette breaks the single-season
rushing mark, then breaks the season TD total on a 66-yard scamper
through a forest of hungry Bears.
Gerod rewrites the running back
receivingrecord.Finally,Marquette
achieves his goal of a 1,500 yard
season. Goodbye UCF, hello NFL.
Justdon'tforget us when you hitthe

big time.
The final gun marked UCF's
entrance into Division I-A.
McDowell took the opportunity to
pop the cork on some chilled bubbly
and light a stogie. ''This is the day
I've been waiting for," he says. He
wasn't not alone. A zealous fan
posted a sign over the locker room
tunnel: "Enough of this I-AA crap,

~

Decide for Yourself!
:. If your dream is to become a medical doctor, don't:
· let someone else decide you can't do it. Decide fur ·
: yourseffl Call us today to find out what your options :
· are at the UAG.

girnmy the big time!"
Ready or not, here we come,
with scheduled battles with the likes
of Georgia Tech, Auburn and Purdue
in the next few years. The future
success of UCF as a I-A program
depends on how well we weather
our first few lackluster seasons.
You will be there to watch,
won't you? These small gatherings
of IO or 12 thousand won't cut it at
the top level of college football.
And unless you can prove your loyalties are true to another school, take
those Gator shirts, Seminole jackets
and Hurricane hats and throw them
in the back of the closet. We can't
use the competition right now, either for players or a fan base (You
listening, 540 AM?)
Saturday, August 31, 1996,
Citrus Bowl. Opening Day.· UCF
takes on William & Mary.

800-531-5494:
Universidad Aut6noma :
de Guadalajara :
~

. . . . . .. . .
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"We did not play our best,
"I think we will go far, and but -we did weJ.I enough,"
I mean that both ways," Amy Menchikova stated.
UCF spurted to an I 1-0 lead
Gendreau said. "They'll probably
send us across the country again, in the first game behind Amy
but this time, we're not going to Gendreau's aggressive play . She
turn around and come right back finished second in kills (I I), second in blocks (3) and tied for sechome."
UCFcoachLauraSmith was ond in digs ( 10).
In the third game, the Golden
pleased with the teams effort.
"We had 52 digs to their 37. Knights jumped to a 7-1 lead beWe play defense-and that is why fore a rally by the Retrievers made
we win," Smith said. it 10-8, butitwasGendreau'sthree
Coach Smith has every rea- consecutive kills that halted the
son to believe that defense is the rally.
UMBC coach Catherine
key to her teams success. Michelle
Cutright contributed with 16 digs Lavery admits that her team is a
and Tyra Harper addeµ five mon- · young one but doesn't use that as
strous blocks to lead the Golden an excuse for the Knights triumph.
"Laura has a great team, but
Knights defensive attack.
But Renata Menchikova we're young and didn't play to
wasn't feeling too optimistic about our potential in the first two
games," Lavery said.
the all-around play.

The Golden Knights didn't
find out unt.il late Sunday/early
Monday exactly where they'll be
headed for first round play. But
after Tuesday nights game, senior
Tanya Gwynn knew exactly where
she wants to go. · ·
"I want to go straight to Hawaii," Gwynn said. "Lastyear, we
·knew we would go to Hawaii if we
won in Idaho, so we weretraveling with heavy coats and bathing
suits. It was ~onfusin.g."
For the Golden Knights to
advance in the playoffs, they'll
need to produce similar numbers
that has earned them four consecutive TAAC championships.
They'll need strong play from _
Emily Queisser, the T AAC player
of the yeai:, Renata Menchikova,
Amy Gendreau and a consistent
defensive effort.

$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
w/ valid student ID
,~

Located across from U.C.F.
-in the UC7 Shopping Center

We Deliver!

25¢Wings
Monday - Friday 11 - 5
All Day and Night Satu~day

Student Legal Services Problems With:
•Landlords
•Insurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets

..

••

Going

Need:
•A Will
•A Name Change
• Uncontested. Dissolution

UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain
legal areas for qualified UCF students.
-For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center room 2-2 7
Monday-Friday 8am-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

fire you the kind of person who is going places? You
have plans and dreams, but you need a degree?
Call Warner Southern College!
Warner Southern College offers a fully accredited
Bachelor of Arts degree that is completed in the
evenings and on week-ends. With your
motivation, you can complete your
degree in 12-20 months.
Call today for a free information packet, a schedule of
information meetings near you •. and a financial aid kit.
Don't de1ay, go places!

~ARNER
SOUTHERN COLLEGE

1-800-520-2322

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE :

.....................

282-0505

Be there. In the meantime,
everyone have a great holiday.

UCF looks to improve on last year's first round toumey exit
NCAA', from page 16

......................

....

"
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Boxing News - Remember
thathamburgerstuffin' ,Brutolookin'
, 93-year-old, two-time world boxing
champion George Foreman? He's
actually going to box again.This time
it won't be for the WBA, WBO, IBF
or any of those crazy organization's
belts. Foreman was stripped of the
titles hedid have after refusing to give
German boxer Axel Shulz a rematch
from their first bout that many thought
Foreman lost (instead of a split decision victory). Foreman's next bout,
and heavily rumored last, will be a
long anticipated rematch against
Michael Moorer on February 29 at
Madison Square Garden. Notice the
date? February 29-Leap year. This
will be one to leap right past. A real
sleeper-Mike Tyson versus Buster
MathisJr.-taketwo.December 16
is the anticipated day of the rescheduled bout. No word yet if it's still.
going to be on "free TV."
Who's #1 -Not Jo~dan! At
least that's what he says. In fact,
Jordan admits that fellow teammate
Scottie Pippen is a better player than
he is 1ight now. Jordan named four
athers as being better than he is in the
today - Scottie Pippen,
lleague
photo/ HUNT
Hakeem Olajuwon, Charles Barkley
(Right) Junior Renata Menchikova led the Golden Knights
and Oooorrrrlando's own Shaquille
to victory with 25 kills last Tu~sday night. (Above) Senior
O'Neal (What about Penny, Mike?)
Emily Queisser had 1O kills and a team-leading 48 assists.
Ask Jordan if he cares. He' 11 tell you
that he takes it as a personal challenge. He likes thecompetition,.which
could be a scary thing to the rest of the
league. You don't wantto give one of
the best players in the history of the
game another motive to elevate his
play. As ifthree championships, seven
consecutive scoring titles and mulOne Last Look Back Before to open the game. "Leave school
tipleMVP' s wasn' tenough. Jordan's "Da Big Time."
now!" screamed a fan. "Go to the
proving he can handle the competipros!" Marquette did his own foretion to this point. He's leading all
The view from the bench is shadowing early as well, totalling
scorers with a 29.5 ppg average (a isolated but not lonely. It's no~- on 155 yards.
sl.im lead over Penny). But Jordan's the field, but
The totals for both were much
goal forcomi ng back to the NBA is to
it is involved.It'saboutwatch- the same for both the following week
win another NBA title.
ing what will become history and . against Carson-Newman High
Phoenix Jets? - There's the then remembering for years. It re- · School - I mean - University.
Suns, the Cardinals, the future Dia- ally isn't impartial, but it is a true But that's when the receiver carmondbacks and now possibly the fan.
nage woul.d pick up where it left off
Jets. Phoenix is looking to find an
This view comes from those after sophomore sensation Todd
NHL hockey team for their city and hard metal benches at the Citrus Clevelandwasputonacademicprorumor has it that the Winnipeg Jets Bowl. This view is about players, bation.
may be the leading candidate to go to games and seasons as a I-AA proBy year's end, the receiving
Phoenix. If Phoenix gets a hockey gram. It's about watching. Oerod core looked like a M* A*S*H unit:
te~, they will be the ninth city to
Davis, the fourth-leading-j~nning Rufus Hall, lost with an ACL tear.
carry a pro team in each of the four back here, blocking in the same Eddie Keyes, down with a groin ·
major sports. Can you name the other backfield with the school's top two pull. Reggie Doster, slowed by an
eight cities who currently hold that rushers,MarquetteSmithandWillie ankle injury. Left to do the dirty
status. (that is, before all this crazy English. It~~ about seeing Daunte work were a freshman (Mark
relocation starts).
Culpepper give Orlando an idea of Nonsant)andaredshirtjunior(Stuart
New York - Knicks, Mets . what is to come.
Stipe) with a combined total of zero
and Yankees, Rangers and IslandThis final year at the I-AA . career catches. Even the kick holder
ers, Giants and Jets.
level was about as wild as a roller- and a b(lckup s~fety were pressed
Detroit-Pistons, Tigers, Red coaster year gets. You know, the into duty.
Wings, Lions.
kind of ride that you go on once, get
September23 took forever to
Chicago ..- Bulls, Cubs .and queasy after'wards just thinking arrive. THE GAME: Florida State!
Sox, Blackhawks, Bears.
about the more wilder parts, and Some publications had UCF as a
Philadelphia-76ers,Phillies, then never want to go on again, 62-pointunderdog. Thisdogdidn't
Ayers, Eagles.
leaving the ride to only the most even get a doghouse. But lay down
Miami - Heat, Marlins. Pan- adventuresome. Looking for a catch and die in frontof72,000 screaming
thers, Dolphins.
phrase? Try "consistently inconsis- 'Nole fans? No way! UCF even
Boston - Celtics, Red Sox, tent."
scored on its first possession. The
Bruins, Patriots.
The pre-season was filled with Golden Knighrs,standingtall in front
Dallas-Mavericks, Rangers anticipation of the era of "Daunte of the national spotlight, lost to the
(play in uburb-Arlington), Stars, Ball"whenhewasnamedthestarter. #1 team in all of collegefootball by
Cowboys.
Opening night against Eastern Ken- only 32points. (That'sagoodthing!)
Denver- Nuggets, Rockies, tucky; freshman jitters? You make
Avalanche, Broncos.
the call - -12 straight completions
see STIU TALKIN', page 15
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_UCF volleyball team going to
Tourney after tossing .Retrievers
by CHRIS SHILKAITIS
Staff writer .

History does repeat itself.
Just ask the University of Central
Florida volleyball team.
The team put together a 157, 15-4, 15- 10, .three-set victory
over visiting Mary land-Baltimore
County last Tuesday night.
A loss would have sent the
Golden Knights home for an early
turkey dinner; but UCF, behind

Renala Menchikova's 25 kills and
Emily Queisse(s 48 assists, beat
the stuffing out of the Retrievers ·
- who did just that.
The win earned the Knights
(32-9) a berth into the NCAA tournament for the second straight
year. Last season the Knights suffered a first round loss to Idaho on
the road, but this year they plan to
alter that path.
see NCAA's, page 15

;• &•11 1• A pumped up penny
~

photo/ HUNT

In the absence of center Shaquille O' Neal, point guard
Anfernee Hardaway has stepped it up. He is currently
second in scoring in the NBA behind only Michael Jordan.

